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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
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Concealment is a strategy often used by people with stigmatizing characteristics as a means to
protect themselves from discrimination and mistreatment by others. Previous research has
focused on the perspective of the concealers and has identified the many costs and consequences
of concealment, but fewer researchers have focused on how people actually respond when
concealment is discovered and the concealed characteristic becomes known by others. Though
concealers are concerned that they might be stigmatized, little is known about how perceivers
actually respond to such revelations. Drawing on the deception and prejudice literatures, this
research proposes a model that highlights two factors shaping downstream responses to
discovered concealment—trust and emotions. The first experiment examines how these factors
affect perceiver’s response to stigmatizing and
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non-stigmatizing characteristics. The second experiment examines how the concealer’s motives
for concealment may moderate how perceivers respond upon discovery. The third experiment
examines how the social closeness between perceiver and concealer affects how perceivers
respond. Taken together, these experiments find that concealment, and not disclosure of a
stigmatizing characteristic, undermines the perceiver’s relationship with the concealer.
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People often conceal potentially damaging information about themselves. A gay man
might conceal his sexual orientation so that he may purchase a wedding cake in peace, an exconvict might conceal her criminal history to be considered for employment, and an addict might
conceal his substance abuse to avoid social rejection. Social scientists have conducted a number
of studies examining the motives, costs, and consequences of concealing stigmatizing
characteristics (Pachankis, 2007; Quinn & Chaudoir 2009; Smart & Wegner, 1999). However,
what is less understood is what happens when perceivers discover these concealed
characteristics.
Previous research has found that perceivers may respond punitively with rejection or
interpersonal sanctions upon the discovery of another’s concealed stigmatizing characteristic
(Kelly & Mckillop, 1996). More recently, researchers have found evidence that people who
conceal stigmatizing information are sometimes less trusted than those who reveal stigmatized
information, and the distrust perceivers feel toward concealers can mediate downstream punitive
responses like rejection and interpersonal sanctions (John, Barasz, & Norton, 2016). Though
decrements in perceived trustworthiness may account for punitive responses, it may not account
for other potential responses upon the discovery of another’s concealment.
When perceivers discover another’s concealed stigmatizing characteristic, they contend
with two new pieces of information—the knowledge that someone chose to conceal that
characteristic and the revealed stigmatizing characteristic itself. These two pieces of information
may have important implications for the perceivers’ responses. The choice to conceal may reflect
a potential lack of trust between the concealer and the perceiver, and information about the
stigmatized characteristic itself may pose a threat to the perceiver. These two pieces of new
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information may engage multiple response pathways that come together to shape the perceiver’s
response to the concealment (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. An overview of the proposed model how the discovery of concealment may influence
behavioral responses
Learning that someone chose to conceal stigmatizing information has evaluative
implications for perceivers and concealers. In general, the concealment itself may be perceived
as problematic because it undermines perceivers' ability to detect and operate on information
(Buller & Burgoon, 1996). This may make social interactions and relationships difficult and
complicated to manage (Burgoon, Buller, Ebesu, White, & Rockwell, 1996). The choice to
conceal potentially implies two inferences to perceivers—that the concealer is untrustworthy
and/or that the concealer does not trust the perceiver. These two inferences suggest two distinct
response pathways.
Because the act of concealment may suggest that the concealer is untrustworthy, the
Punitive Pathway proposes that perceivers may attempt to discourage future concealment by
responding punitively and punishing revealed concealers through interpersonal sanctions such as
rejection and avoidance (Rycyna, Champion, & Kelly, 2009; Uysal, Lin, & Bush, 2012). In
2

contrast, because the act of concealment may suggest that the concealer does not trust the
perceiver with the concealed information, the Reconciliatory Pathway proposes that perceivers
may respond with reconciliatory responses, such as acceptance and understanding, so as to
rebuild trust (Greene & Faulkner, 2002; Chaudoir, Fisher, & Simoni 2011).
The perceiver must also contend with knowledge of the now-revealed stigmatizing
characteristic. The Prejudice Pathway accounts for how perceivers may respond to the revealed
stigmatizing characteristic. These responses may vary widely depending on the nature and
implications the characteristic has for the perceiver (Cottrell & Neuberg, 2005). To return to the
earlier example, perceivers would likely respond differently to discovering that their friend is
gay, or an ex-convict, or struggling with substance abuse. Each of these characteristics may have
different implications for how perceivers interact with revealed concealers and thus may elicit
different emotional and behavioral responses.
I propose that considering these three pathways together better captures the complexity of
responses to the discovery of another’s concealed stigmatizing characteristics. In this
dissertation, I test a model of responses to discovering that another has concealed a potentially
stigmatizing characteristic. The model integrates punitive and reconciliatory responses to
discovering concealment as well as potential prejudiced responses to the stigmatizing
characteristic being concealed.
The Discovery of Concealment
For concealers, concealment is a self-presentation strategy that involves the omission of
information or the transmission of incomplete information to reduce detectability (Schlenker,
1980; Larson & Chastain, 1990). People tend to conceal negative self-relevant information for
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which they could be stigmatized or treated differently if known by others (Norton, Feldman, &
Tafoya, 1974; Lane & Wegner, 1995).
There are some benefits to concealment. It can be an effective strategy to avoid negative
responses based on one’s particular stigmatizing characteristic (Smart & Wegner, 2000).
However, these benefits are cognitively and emotionally costly for concealers. Concealers must
continuously monitor and suppress clues to their concealed characteristic during interactions to
avoid discovery (Critcher & Ferguson, 2014; Smart & Wagner, 1999). Even when left to their
own thoughts outside of social interactions, concealers must also manage distracting mind
wandering toward their concealed characteristic (Slepian, Chun, & Mason, 2017). In addition to
these direct costs, concealers miss out on the benefits of disclosure like social closeness and
feelings of authenticity (Chaudoir & Fisher, 2010). Concealers pay this heavy price to prevent
others from discovering their concealed stigmatizing characteristic for fear of discrimination and
rejection.
When it comes to the empirical investigation of the discovery of concealed stigmatizing
characteristics, researchers have primarily focused on perceivers’ ability to detect and discover
concealment and other forms of deception. This is an important line of inquiry because deception
is thought to have cascading and lingering impacts on social interactions and relationships
(Buller & Burgoon, 1996). In a meta-analysis of hundreds of studies, researchers found that
deception detection is only accurate 54% of the time – barely above chance (Bond & DePaulo,
2006). Researchers suggest that one of the reasons deception detection is so difficult is because
people rely on intuitive, yet unreliable, cues like eye contact, response details, and response
length to make their judgments (DePaulo et al., 2003; for review, see Hartwig & Bond, 2011).
When it comes to the detection of concealed stigmatizing characteristics, the rate of discovery
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may be even lower. Though some concealable stigmatizing characteristics like sexual orientation
(Ambady, Hallahan, & Conner, 1999; Freeman, Johnson, Ambady, & Rule, 2010) or
socioeconomic status (Kraus & Keltner, 2009) may be partially cued by visible features, other
concealable stigmatizing conditions like depression, criminal history, or abortion status may be
much more difficult to detect because they do not typically manifest in obvious visible cues. The
difficulty in detecting concealable stigmatized characteristics such as these poses a challenge to
understanding how people actually respond when they are discovered.
To address this challenge, I draw on the deception and prejudice literatures. Although
researchers have rarely examined how people respond to the discovery of previously concealed
characteristics, they have examined how people respond to the discovery of other forms of
deception, such as lies. And although prejudice and stigma researchers have examined how
people respond to potentially concealable stigmatized characteristics, this has typically been in
contexts in which the characteristics are presented to perceivers as manifest and known rather
than as concealed. Integrating these two literatures enables the proposed model to better
articulate how people respond upon discovering a concealed stigmatizing characteristic.
Punitive Responses to Concealment: Perceptions of Concealer Trustworthiness
From a perceiver’s perspective, concealment is a form of deception that involves the
omission of information or the transmission of incomplete information to reduce detectability
(Buller & Burgoon, 1996). Though concealment is difficult for perceivers to detect (DePaulo et
al., 2003), when discovered, concealment reduces trust (Uysal, Lin, & Bush, 2012; John, Barasz,
& Norton, 2016). Interestingly, this perspective would suggest that discovering concealment,
even something innocuous, could be problematic for perceivers.
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Trust is an essential aspect of all social relationships (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt, & Camerer,
1998). Broadly, it is the confident belief in the reliability and predictability of another person’s
attitudes and behavior (McAllister, 1995; Sitkin & Roth 1993). More specifically, and for the
purpose of this research, trust is the confident expectations of others’ attitudes and behaviors and
the willingness to depend upon another person (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt, & Camerer, 1998).
Considering that it is such a broad and encompassing concept, it is unsurprising that trust is often
taken for granted, though it is foundational to the development of communities and societies as it
allows people to interact, cooperate, and depend on each other (Brewer, 1997). At an
interpersonal level, trust is essential to the start and maintenance of social relationships (Balliet
& Van Lange, 2013). Thus, any actions or behaviors that undermine trust may be detrimental to
even the most casual social interactions.
Concealers undermine this trust in part by withholding information and making it more
difficult to predict attitudes and behaviors (Planalp & Honeycutt, 1985). This ambiguity is
uncomfortable and cognitively taxing for perceivers, rendering them less able to predict and
interpret people’s intentions and behaviors (Berger, 1986). Additionally, concealment may also
undermine trust because it is simply dishonest and untruthful. Though it is important to maintain
that interpersonal communication is complex and comprised of truth, tact, and some deception
(Chen, Shechter, & Chaiken, 1996; DePaulo & Bell, 1996), people value truth (Rokeach, 1973)
and it is an important aspect of trust (Cottrell, Neuberg, & Li, 2007). People expect truth to such
an extent that we display a ‘truth bias,’ a tendency to believe that incoming information is
credible. That is, when asked to make judgments about a number of statements, participants
overwhelming identified true statements as true, but were also likely to incorrectly conclude that
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false statements were also true (Levine, Park, McCornack, 1999). Thus, concealment may violate
people’s expectation that they are receiving truthful information.
A lens through which we can understand how people may respond to the violation of
their expectation for truth is the expectancy violation theory. Expectancy violation theory posits
that people expect predictable behaviors from others, but these expectations may be violated
when someone acts in a manner that is atypical or unexpected. Expectancy violations draw
attention, are evaluated, and managed by perceivers (Burgoon & Jones, 1976). Some expectancy
violations, like a display of kindness or wit, might be more favorable than expected and can
enhance an interpersonal exchange, and others, like coldness or criticism, might be less favorable
than expected and can damage the interpersonal interaction (Burgoon & Hale, 1988; Burgoon,
1993). Deceptions like lies are negative, unfavorable expectancy violations that undermine
people’s expectation for truth and may be met with punitive interpersonal sanctions (Bond et. al.,
1992; Buller & Burgoon, 1996). Negative expectancy violations have been shown to engender
threat response and spark anger (Mendes, Blascovich, Hunter, Lickel, & Jost, 2007; Lewis,
Alessandri, & Sullivan, 1990; Wright & Roloff, 2015). By being untruthful, concealing a
stigmatized characteristic may be considered a negative expectancy violation and thus make
perceivers feel angry.
Similar to other negative expectancy violations, individuals who conceal may damage
interpersonal interactions and receive a punitive response. In a first impression scenario,
concealers are less liked and viewed more negatively than those who reveal concealed
information (Rycyna, Champion, & Kelly, 2009). This has also been shown in close romantic
relationships in which the perception that one’s romantic partner is concealing predicts
subsequent punitive responses such as increased conflict and decreased social closeness
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(Caughlin & Golish, 2002; Finkenauer, Kerkhof, Righetti, & Branje, 2009; Uysal, Lin, & Bush,
2012). Similar effects have been found in parental relationships in which parents who perceive
concealment in their adolescent child respond punitively with disengagement (Finkenauer,
Frijns, Engels, & Kerkhof, 2005). This suggests that, to an extent, perceived concealment
operates similarly to negative expectancy violations and concealers may be met with punitive
responses.
This elaborates on one pathway individuals might take upon discovering another’s
concealed stigmatized characteristic. Consistent with previous research, I expect that revealed
concealment will reduce trust. Drawing from the expectancy violation literature, I hypothesize
that perceivers may become angry and respond punitively upon discovering another’s
concealment. Taken together, I hypothesize that concealment may undermine the perceiver’s
expectation for truth, and that these violated expectations may reduce trust in the concealer,
make the perceiver feel angry, and then fuel punitive behavioral responses such as interpersonal
sanctions, rejection, or social distancing (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The proposed effect of discovered concealment on concealer trustworthiness, the
emotion of anger, and downstream punitive behavioral responses.

Reconciliatory Response to Concealment: Perceptions of Perceiver Trustworthiness
The model predicts a second response pathway upon discovering another’s concealment.
Whereas the first path predicts a punitive behavioral response, the second pathway predicts a
8

reconciliatory behavioral response. Trust exists between people. Thus, trusting relationships
involve not only the trust you place in others but also the trust others place in you (Cottrell et al.,
2007; Balliet & Van Lange, 2013).
For perceivers, then, a second possible consequence of discovering another’s concealed
stigmatizing characteristic is realizing that the concealer decided against placing his or her trust
in the perceiver. That is, perceivers may infer that the discovered concealers did not consider the
perceivers trustworthy enough to reveal such information. Believing that one is viewed by others
as unworthy of their trust can make people feel guilty and sad (Smith & Ellsworth, 1985; Aune,
Metts, & Hubbard, 1998). These feelings are important as they can inform downstream
behavioral responses by perceivers.
Guilt is a common form of emotional distress that is often spurred by relational
transgressions (Eisenberg, 2000). It is an emotion that can serve as strong source of motivation to
actively repair and restore trust in a relationship (Wicker, Payne, & Morgan, 1983; Tangney,
Miller, Flicker, & Barlow, 1996). In one study, participants were asked to recall and write about
a time they did something blameworthy; the extent to which they reported feeling guilty about
their action predicted their motivation to repair the relationship with reconciliatory behaviors
(Schmader & Lickel, 2006). As a distinct emotion, sadness may also arise upon learning that
someone has not placed trust in you, as sadness may be triggered by a sense of social loss
(Lazarus, 1991). Feeling sadness may mobilize individuals to connect and preserve their social
bonds (Gray, Ishii, & Ambady, 2011). Unlike anger, guilt and sadness are expected to lead to
downstream reconciliatory behaviors geared toward building trust.
This suggests a second response pathway upon the discovery of another’s concealed
stigmatizing characteristic, in which perceivers infer that the concealer does not trust them,
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resulting in feelings of guilt and sadness and downstream attempts to restore trust through
reconciliatory behaviors like acceptance and understanding (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The proposed effect of discovered concealment on perceiver (self) trustworthiness,
sadness and guilt, and downstream reconciliatory behavioral responses.

Interim Summary: Two responses to the discovery of concealment
Core to the proposed model are the two response pathways upon the discovery of
concealment. Consistent with previous research, I hypothesize that discovered concealers are
considered untrustworthy. New to this research, I hypothesize that discovered concealments also
make the perceiver feel less trusted. These different responses to discovered concealment should
have different downstream implications for emotional and behavioral responses (Figure 4). On
one hand, believing that the concealer has broken the perceiver’s trust is likely to result in anger
and fuel punitive responses such as interpersonal sanctions or rejection. On the other hand,
believing that the discovered concealer does not trust the perceiver is likely to result in sadness
or guilt and fuel reconciliatory responses such as acceptance and understanding.
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Figure 4. Two response pathways upon discovering another’s concealment

The concealment is not the only factor that affects perceivers’ responses upon
discovering another’s concealed stigmatized characteristic. Rather, the stigmatized characteristic
itself plays an important role in influencing how perceivers feel and their behavioral responses
upon discovering another’s concealed stigma. To better understand this response, I draw on the
prejudice and stigma literature.
Prejudice response to concealment: Perceptions of the stigmatized content of concealment
Thus far, I’ve focused on the anger or sadness and guilt a perceiver might feel upon the
discovery of another’s concealment. In addition, perceivers are likely to have emotional
responses to the particular content of concealment—the discovered stigmatized characteristic
itself. Counter to the more traditional view of prejudice as a general negative attitude fueled by
broad negative affect (for review, see Brewer & Brown, 1998), researchers have more recently
highlighted that discrete emotions shape feelings and attitudes toward particular groups, with
different groups targeted by different emotional responses (Smith, 1993; Fiske, Xu, Cuddy, &
Glick, 1999; Cottrell & Neuberg, 2005; for review see Mackie & Smith, 2015). Applied to the
proposed model, these emotions play an important role in understanding the ways in which
people respond to the stigmatized content of concealment.
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In a similar way that people can have feelings and emotions about individuals, the
Intergroup Emotion Theory suggests that people can also have feelings and emotions about
social groups (Smith, 1993). Building on this idea, one study adopted the traditional in-group
(one’s own group) against out-group (another competing group) paradigm with a twist, varying
in-group strength. They found that when in conflict with an out-group and one’s in-group is
strong, compared to weak, people felt more anger, but not more fear, toward the out-group. This
anger fueled a willingness to aggress against, but not retreat from, the out-group (Mackie, Devos,
& Smith, 2000). This work offered some initial evidence suggesting that people do feel discrete
emotions, instead of general negativity, toward an out-group by distinguishing the effect of two
negative emotions, anger and fear, and that these group-level emotions influence intergroup
action tendencies.
Replacing the broad out-group identity with established social categories, researchers
developed the Stereotype Content Model and found that particular social groups are associated
with particular emotions, generated along the dimensions of warmth and competence. These
emotions shape the beliefs (stereotypes) and attitudes (prejudices) directed toward these social
groups (Fiske, Xu, Cuddy, & Glick, 1999). In one study, they found that participants felt
admiration toward their own social in-groups like White, Christians, and middle class, but envy
toward the rich and Asians, pity toward the elderly and disabled, and contempt for the poor or
homeless. These different emotions resulted from different stereotypes about the groups such
that participants felt envious stereotypes toward the rich and Asians as being highly competent
but not at all warm, paternalistic stereotypes toward the elderly and disabled as being highly
warm and not at all competent (Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, Xu, 2002). Highlighting the value of
focusing on discrete emotions, other researchers have showed the influence of emotions on
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behavior (discrimination). Depending on the feelings of warmth and competence toward women
or elderly people, sexism or ageism, respectively, can take on a more benevolent or more hostile
shade (Glick & Fiske, 1996; North & Fiske, 2013).
The threat-based approach to prejudice is similar to other theories emphasizing
connection between emotion and prejudice with some important variations. It posits that
different social groups are stereotypically thought to pose different threats to one’s in-group, and
these different threats predict the different functional emotional and behavioral responses
(Cottrell & Neuberg, 2005). For example, in the United States, Black men are heuristically
associated with threat to one’s physical safety (Madon et. al., 2001; Quillian & Pager, 2001) and
this threat to one’s physical safety sparks fear and motivates individuals to secure their safety
(Cottrell & Neuberg, 2005). One study found that when participants were alone in dark, leaving
them physically vulnerable, they activated more danger-relevant, but not danger-irrelevant,
stereotypes about Black men (Schaller, Park, & Muller, 2003). In another study highlighting the
connection between physical safety threat, Black men, and a fear-based behavioral response, the
researchers found that when White participants were primed with Black faces, compared to
White faces, they showed greater preparedness for fear-based responses like fight and flight
(Cesario, Plaks, Hagiwara, Navarrete, & Higgins, 2010). Further highlighting the connection
between Black men, emotion, and behavior, other researchers have found that it was only under
the condition in which White participants feel more respect and less fear toward Black people
would they be willing to engage in future contact (Esses & Dovido, 2002).
In addition to the links between physical safety threat, Black men, and fear-based
responses, the threat-based approach to prejudice finds support for a number of other functional
emotional responses, such that to the extent that different social groups are thought to pose
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different threats they engage different profiles of emotional responses. For example, in the
United States, groups like Mexican-Americans are thought to threaten in-group resources and
elicit anger-based responses to reclaim resources and stability. Groups like Native-Americans are
thought to threaten intergroup reciprocal relations due to their inability to reciprocate and elicit
pity-based responses to restore the exchange relationship (Cottrell & Neuberg, 2005). Groups
like the visibly sick or those who display physical abnormalities are thought to threaten in-group
health and elicit disgust-based responses to minimize contamination (Park, Faulkner, & Schaller,
2003; Park, Schaller, & Crandall, 2007).
Researchers have also applied the threat-based approach to concealable stigmatized
identities such as religious affiliation and sexual orientation. For example, in one program of
research (Cook, Cottrell, & Webster, 2015), researchers found that atheists are believed to
threaten intragroup cooperation, and that feelings of distrust strongly characterized anti-atheist
prejudice. Feelings of distrust toward atheists facilitated implicit attitudes and negative
stereotypes about atheist, but not other groups. The final study asked participants to decide
between hiring an atheist candidate and a religious candidate for two different positions. One
position, a daycare worker who would be in charge of one’s children, required a high degree of
trust and the other position, a waitress, required a comparatively low degree of trust. Though the
two candidates were equally qualified, participants significantly preferred the religious candidate
for the high-trust daycare position and marginally preferred the atheist candidate for the low-trust
waitress position (Gervais, Shariff, & Norenzayan, 2011). The authors argue that because
atheists are thought to threaten intragroup cooperation, but God-fearing groups are not, atheist
are distrusted, and this feeling of distrust could motivate discriminatory hiring practices.
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Like atheists, sexual minorities like gay men and lesbian women are thought to threaten
traditional American values (Herek, 2000). Researchers find that individuals express disgust
toward gay men (Haddock, Zanna, & Esses, 1993) and an individual’s disgust sensitivity is
predictive of prejudice toward gay men and lesbians (Inbar, Pizarro, Knobe, & Bloom, 2009;
Crawford, Inbar, & Maloney, 2014). In one study, researchers found that the perceived values
threat posed by gay and lesbian individuals predicted opposition for gay rights, and this
relationship was partially mediated by participants feelings of disgust toward gay men and
lesbians (Cottrell, Richards, & Nicholas, 2010).
These findings offer insight into how the stigmatized characteristic shapes the perceiver’s
response upon the discovery of a concealed stigmatized characteristic. Following the threatbased approach, the prejudice pathway operates similarly for conspicuous stigmas and concealed
stigmas. The stigmatized characteristic may be thought to pose some tangible threat and engage a
functional emotional and behavioral response (Figure 5).

Figure 5. The prejudice response to the stigmatized characteristic.

The proposed model considers how emotional and behavioral responses might differ
when a stigmatized identity is discovered rather than apparent. I propose that, in addition to the
emotional prejudices perceivers feel upon discovering the stigmatizing characteristic itself, they
may also experience some anger or sadness and guilt because of the additional knowledge of the
act of concealment (Figure 6). The model thus predicts that each of these pathways can play a
15

role in shaping perceivers’ responses upon discovering a concealed stigmatized characteristic.
However, it is unlikely that these three response pathways become active with equal strength and
equally influence behavioral responses. Rather, important moderating variables may influence
the strength of each response pathway and which factor—knowledge of concealment or
stigmatized content of concealment—more strongly shapes the perceiver’s response upon
discovery of another’s concealment.

Figure 6. The three response pathways upon discovering another’s concealed stigmatized
characteristic.

Moderating factor: Concealer’s motivation for concealment
People conceal for a reason and these motives can vary widely (DePaulo et. al., 1996).
Deception scholars have found that the deceiver’s motives are an important moderating factor in
how deceptions are evaluated (Lindskold & Walter, 1983; Lippard 1988; Metts, 1989; Buller &
Burgoon, 1996; DePaula et. al., 1996). Though there are many reasons why a person might
conceal, I focus on two broad classes—motives for self-protection and self-benefit.
16

One motive for concealment may be self-protection. Self-protective deceptions are
concealments or lies that serve as a means to avoid personal harm (Lindskold & Walter, 1983)
and protect one’s self image, resources, relationships, or avoid punishment (Lippard, 1988;
Metts, 1989; Buller & Burgoon 1996; DePaulo et al., 1996). Deceptions from this category of
motivation are typically seen as permissible by perceivers (Lindskold & Walter, 1983). Selfprotective motives, like avoiding discrimination or mistreatment, align with the reasons
concealers often give for their concealment (Smart & Wegner, 2000). This suggests that if
perceivers know of, or at least assume, such motives, then they might be more likely to consider
the concealment permissible. Taking this further, I hypothesize that if perceivers know, or
assume, self-protective motives in a revealed concealer, they may be less likely to consider the
concealers to be untrustworthy and thus may feel less angry and respond less punitively toward
them.
Another motive for concealment is exploitation. Exploitative deceptions are
concealments or lies that serve to give the deceiver some advantage, and often at the cost of
another (Lindskold & Walter, 1983). Deceptions from this category of motivations are typically
perceived as reprehensible and unacceptable (DePaulo et al. 1996; Dunbar et al., 2016).
Perceivers find exploitative deceptions to be especially deceptive and damaging to trust (Levine
& Schweitzer, 2015). Exploitative deceptions may also align with the reason concealers choose
to conceal. They are often an unsavory alternative that perceivers must consider to secure their
own safety, resources, and avoid exploitation (Haselton & Buss, 2000; Haselton & Nettle, 2006).
Taking this further, I hypothesize that if a perceiver knows, or assumes, exploitative motives in a
revealed concealer, then they are more likely to find the concealers to be untrustworthy, feel
more anger, and respond more punitively upon discovering such concealment.
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These two broad categories of motivations serve to moderate the effects of revealed
concealment in two ways. First, self-protective motives may reduce the extent to which revealed
concealers are considered untrustworthy and they may directly increase how sad or guilty a
perceiver feels. Second, exploitative motives may enhance the extent to which revealed
concealers are considered untrustworthy and may directly increase how angry a perceiver feels
(Figure 7). Thus, the concealer’s motive for concealment may play a role in determining which
pathway most strongly shapes the downstream behavioral response upon the discovery of
another’s concealed stigmatized characteristic.

Figure 7. The moderating effect of the concealer’s motives on trust and emotional responses
upon the discovery of another’s concealment.

This is not to say that concealer motives will always play a moderating role. Regardless
of the concealer’s motives, concealments seen as harming the perceiver may be evaluated
negatively by the perceiver (Levine & Schweitzer, 2014). Moreover, some stigmatized
characteristics may be too strongly stigmatized by society to be modulated by concealer motives.
For example, it is seen as highly socially acceptable to stigmatize certain characteristics (e.g.,
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rapists, abusers, terrorist, racists; Crandall, Eshleman, & O’Brien, 2002). For characteristics like
these, viewed as highly harmful to individuals or normal functioning of society, no amount of
underlying motivation for concealment is likely to reduce perceiver anger, enhance perceiver
guilt/sadness, or reduce the specific prejudice linked to the perceived threat.
Moderating factor: Social closeness between concealer and perceiver
Social closeness between the perceiver and concealer may also moderate the effects of
concealment, such that the effects of concealment may be greater in close rather than casual,
socially distant, relationships.
In an experience sampling study of everyday lies, researchers found that people are less
likely, and feel less comfortable, concealing and deceiving in their close relationships compared
to their casual relationships. The motives for deception were also different; people were more
likely to deceive for exploitative, self-serving, reasons in their casual relationships than in their
close relationships (DePaulo & Kashy, 1998). Why might the rates of concealment vary across
these different relationships? In part, it may be because close relationships, unlike casual
relationships, are characterized by a high degree and expectation of trust (Rempel, Holmes, &
Zanna, 1985). The varying degree of the expectation of trust in relationships should have
important and interesting implications for how people respond upon the discovery of another’s
concealed stigmatizing characteristic.
In casual, more distant relationships, concealment may serve as an effective impression
management strategy (Weiss & Feldman, 2006; Leary & Kowalski, 1990). The discovery of
another’s stigmatized characteristic in a casual relationship may be surprising, but it is unlikely
to be counted as a trust violation because of the comparatively lower importance of trust in
casual relationships compared to close relationships (Cottrell et al., 2007). Thus, the perceiver’s
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knowledge of concealment in casual relationships should not disrupt relational trust or strongly
characterize their response to the discovery of a stigmatized characteristic. Rather, I expect
responses to learning of a concealed characteristic to be shaped primarily by the perceiver’s
reaction to the specific stigmatizing characteristic. The proposed model thus predicts that, in
casual relationships, compared to close relationships, perceivers’ reactions will not driven be by
the emotions elicited by the discovery of the concealment itself.
In close relationships, concealment creates tension and reduces relationship satisfaction
(Caughlin & Golish, 2002). Unlike in causal relationships, the discovery of another’s stigmatized
characteristic in a close relationship would likely be considered a grave violation of both trust
and trustingness because of the high expectation of disclosure in close relationships (Finkenauer,
Kerkhof, Righetti, & Branje, 2009). Thus, a perceiver’s response would likely be strongly
influenced by the disruption of relational trust caused by the knowledge of concealment in a
close relationship, compared to a casual relationship.
Though I have focused on the distinction between close and casual relationships, social
closeness can be measured along a continuum (Aron, Aron, & Smollan, 1992). To the extent that
a perceiver and concealer are socially close and interdependent, the trust violation associated
with the discovery of concealment will likely intensify and more strongly shape the perceiver’s
response (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. The moderating effect of social closeness upon the discovery of another’s concealed
stigmatized characteristic.

Overview of Current Research
Across three experiments, I tested the effectiveness of the proposed model to understand
how people respond to the discovery of another’s concealable stigmatized characteristic. In the
first experiment, I examined how people responded to targets as a function of concealment and
the content of concealment. Consistent with previous research, I hypothesized that discovering
another’s concealment would reduce trust. New to this research, I hypothesized that discovering
another’s concealment would also reduce the extent that people felt they were trusted. In
addition, because concealment should be problematic for perceivers regardless of the content of
concealment, I hypothesized to find a similar reduction in relational trust whether the
concealment was stigmatizing or non-stigmatizing. I also examined people’s emotional response
and behavioral intentions, expecting people to feel more anger, sadness, and guilt toward
concealers and having greater punitive intentions toward concealers.
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In the second experiment, I examined the moderating effect of the concealer’s motives
for concealment. I hypothesized that exploitative concealments would be more damaging to
relational trust than self-protective concealments. I hypothesized people to feel more anger and
respond more punitively to exploitative concealers than self-protective concealers. In addition, I
expected people to feel less sadness and guilt and respond less in less reconciliatory ways to
exploitative concealers than to self-protective concealers.
Finally, in the third experiment, I examined the moderating effect of social closeness
between the perceiver and concealer. I expected that concealment would only reduce relational
trust in socially close relations and not have an impact on relational trust in socially distant
relationships.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 tested a novel aspect of the proposed model—the impact of discovering
another’s concealment on relational trust. Following the proposed model, and consistent with
previous research, I predicted that upon discovering another’s concealment perceivers would
view a known concealer as less trustworthy than someone who revealed that information (John et
al., 2016). New to this research, I predicted that discovering another’s concealment would also
reduce the extent to which perceivers would feel trusted by the concealer. In addition, because
concealment is about deception and not only a stigmatizing characteristic, I expected reduced
relational trust when either stigmatizing or non-stigmatizing information is concealed.
In addition, I explored the impact of concealment on the emotional responses proposed in
the model—anger, sadness, and guilt. I predicted that participants would feel more anger,
sadness, and guilt toward a concealer than a revealer. Last, through mediation analyses, I
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examined how these emotional responses shape downstream punitive and reconciliatory
behavioral intentions.
Method
Participants: A total of 586 (281 women) participants were recruited from Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk (Mturk) to participate in this experiment. One hundred and seventeen
participates were recruited for an exploratory condition and were excluded from the analyses,
leaving 459 participants (224 women). The majority of participants were White (N = 310; Black
= 44, Asian = 39, LatinX = 26, Multiracial/Other = 29).
Design: This experiment employed a 2 (Characteristic: Stigmatized, Non-Stigmatized) x
2 (Concealment Status: Concealed, Revealed) design. Excluded from this analysis is an
exploratory comparison condition in which the target was presented as concealing an unknown
characteristic. Analyses related to that exploratory condition are presented in the supplementary
materials.
Procedure: Participants were recruited for an “Interpersonal Friendship Survey,” in
which they were randomly assigned to read one of five vignettes about a close friend who had
either concealed (or revealed) a piece of stigmatizing (or non-stigmatizing) information.
For this and the following experiments, I focused on the stigmatizing characteristic of
alcoholism, framed as a serious drinking problem. I selected this characteristic because people
feel moderate negativity toward alcoholics (Crandall, Eshleman, & O’Brien, 2002) and because a
drinking problem would enable me to adequately test my hypotheses across each of the three
experiments while holding the stigmatizing characteristic constant. For example, a drinking
problem is concealable self-relevant information that could be shared with a close friend or
casual acquaintance, and could be concealed for self-serving motives without leaning heavily on
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stereotypic concerns. That said, this single characteristic may not enable the strongest test across
each of the multiple hypotheses. I determined that this cost was less than the benefit of keeping
the stigmatized characteristic constant across experiments.
For the non-stigmatized characteristic, I chose non-profit organization volunteer. I
selected this characteristic because those who volunteer time to perform charitable work are
typically seen in a positive light.
In each condition, the first portion of the vignette was the same. Participants read:
Alex is one of your close friends. You met a couple of years ago and have come to
enjoy and rely on each other. Recently though, Alex has been really unavailable
and you cannot get a hold of him, so the next time you see him you ask what he
has been doing lately.
In the revealed/non-stigmatized condition, the vignette concluded with the following:
Alex replies letting you know that he has not been free because he has found a
really good non-profit that lets him volunteer and has kept him really busy.
In the revealed/stigmatized condition, the vignette concluded with the following:
Alex replies letting you know that he has a serious drinking problem, and he
hasn’t been hanging out with anyone.
In the concealed/non-stigmatized condition, the vignette concluded with the following:
Later you learn from someone else that Alex found a really good non-profit that
lets him volunteer and has kept him really busy.
In the concealed/stigmatized condition, the vignette concluded with the following:
Later you learn from someone else that Alex has a serious drinking problem, and
he hasn’t been hanging out with anyone.
In the indeterminate concealment condition, participants only received the first portion
of the vignette and did not learn the content of Alex’s concealment.
The vignettes were gender matched so participants who identified as men read about a
friend named Alex and participants who identified as women read about a friend named Sarah.
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After reading the vignette, participants completed measures to assess their responses to this
discovery about their close friend.
Dependent Variables: Relational trust, emotional response, and behavioral intentions
(listed below) were measured in all three experiments.
Relational Trust: I measured two features of relational trust by asking, “To what extent
do you trust Alex (Sarah)?” and “To what extent do you think Alex (Sarah) trusts you?” The
responses were made on a 7-point Likert scale from (1 = Not at all, 7=Very much so).
Emotional Response: I measured people’s emotional response to the situation by asking,
“When you think of Alex (Sara) to what extent do you feel… (Anger, Sadness, Guilt, Disgust,
Pity, Fear, Envy, Happiness)” The responses were made on a 7-point Likert scale from (1 = Not
at all, 7=Very much so).
Behavioral Intentions: I measured participant’s behavioral intentions by asking, “To
what extent do you want to spend more time with Alex (Sarah),” “To what extent do you want to
spend less time with Alex (Sarah) (R),” and “To what extent do you want to stop being friends
with Alex (Sarah).” The responses were made on a 7-point Likert scale from (1 = Not at all,
7=Very much so).
Results
All reported analyses were conducted using two-way analyses of variance (ANOVA).
Relational Trust (Trustworthiness of target): First, consistent with previous research,
participants viewed concealers as less trustworthy than revealers, F(1,445) = 34.87, p <.001,
partial η2 = .073. In addition they trusted their close friend less when s/he was presented as
having a drinking problem than when s/he volunteered at a non-profit organization, F(1,445) =
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41.49, p < .001, partial η2 = .085. These effects were not qualified by a Concealment X
Characteristic interaction F(1,445) = 0.43, p = .51 (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Results of Experiment 1: average ratings of close friend’s trustworthiness as a function
of the discovery of their close friend’s concealment (revealed, concealed) and characteristic
(non-stigmatized, stigmatized). Error bars represent standard errors.

Relational Trust (Trustworthiness of participant): New to this research, and consistent
with the proposed model, participants felt that they were trusted less by concealers than by
revealers, F(1,445) = 95.45, p <.001, partial η2 = .117. There was no difference in the extent to
which participants felt that they were trusted by their friend when s/he had a drinking problem
versus volunteered at a non-profit organization F(1,445) = 0.11, p = 0.74. These effects were not
qualified by a Concealment X Characteristic interaction, F(1,445) = 0.71, p = 0.40 (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Results of Experiment 1: average ratings of participants’ perception of their
own trustworthiness as a function of the discovery of their close friend’s concealment (revealed,
concealed) and characteristic (non-stigmatized, stigmatized). Error bars represent standard errors.

Emotional Response: First, examining feelings of anger, consistent with my hypotheses,
participants felt more anger toward concealers than revealers, F(1,445) = 19.24, p <.001, partial
η2 = .041. There was no difference in participants’ feelings of anger toward the friend with the
drinking problem versus the friend who volunteered at a non-profit organization, F(1,445) =
0.07, p =.80, and these effects were not qualified by a Concealment X Characteristic interaction,
F(1,445) = 0.04, p =.834 (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Results of Experiment 1: average ratings of participant’s feelings of anger as a
function of the discovery of their close friend’s concealment (revealed, concealed) and
characteristic (non-stigmatized, stigmatized). Error bars represent standard errors.

Regarding feelings of sadness, consistent with my hypotheses, participants felt more
sadness toward concealers than revealers, F(1,445) = 10.66, p = .001, partial η2 = .023, and more
sadness toward the friend with a drinking problem versus the friend who volunteered at a nonprofit organization, F(1,445) = 276.87, p < .001, partial η2 = .38. These effects were qualified,
however, by a statistically marginal Concealment X Characteristic interaction, F(1,445) = 3.33, p
= .069, partial η2 = .007: Participants felt more sadness when the close friend volunteering at the
non-profit concealed (M = 3.18, SD = 1.78) versus revealed (M = 2.39, SD = 1.61) this
information, t(225) = 3.46 p = .001 d = .402. However, there was no difference in participant’s
feelings of sadness toward the friend who concealed (M = 5.48, SD = 1.52) versus revealed (M =
5.28, SD = 1.63) a serious drinking problem, t(217) = 200.95, p = .340; sadness levels were high
regardless (see Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Results of Experiment 1: average ratings of participant’s feelings of sadness as a
function of the discovery of their close friend’s concealment (revealed, concealed) and
characteristic (non-stigmatized, stigmatized). Error bars represent standard errors.

Examining feelings of guilt, inconsistent with my hypotheses, there was no difference in
the extent to which participants felt guilty when thinking about concealers versus revealers,
F(1,443) = 0.86, p =.354, although they reported feeling more guilty when their friend had a
drinking problem than when s/he volunteered at a non-profit organization, F(1,443) = 30.01, p
<.001, partial η2 = .063. These effects were not qualified by a Concealment X Characteristic
interaction, F(1,443) = 1.50, p = .221(Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Results of Experiment 1: average ratings of participant’s feelings of guilt as a
function of the discovery of their close friend’s concealment (revealed, concealed) and
characteristic (non-stigmatized, stigmatized). Error bars represent standard errors.

Last, as an indicator of the emotional response to the stigmatizing characteristic itself, I
examined the extent to which participants felt disgust toward the target. I focused on disgust
because it is often an important component of prejudices toward those who are unhealthy or
behave immorally (Oaten, Stevenson, Case, 2009). There was no difference in the extent to
which participants felt disgust toward concealers and revealers, F(1,444) = 5.55, p = .176.
However, consistent with the prejudice literature, participants felt significantly more disgust
toward their friend with a serious drinking problem than the friend who volunteered at a nonprofit organization, F(1,444) = 13.88, p < .001, partial η2 = .030. These effects were not
qualified by a Concealment X Characteristic interaction F(1,444) = 0.18, p = .670 (See Figure
14)
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Figure 14. Results of Experiment 1: average ratings of participant’s feelings of disgust as a
function of the discovery of their close friend’s concealment (revealed, concealed) and
characteristic (non-stigmatized, stigmatized). Error bars represent standard errors.

Behavioral Intentions: Consistent with a punitive response, participants intended to spend
less time with concealers than with revealers, F(1,445) = 8.18, p = .004, partial η2 = .018. In
addition, participants intended to spend more time with the friend with a drinking problem than
with the friend volunteering at a non-profit organization F(1, 445) = 15.41, p < .001, partial η2 =
.097. These effects were not qualified by a Concealment X Characteristic interaction, F(1, 445) =
2.56, p = .110 (Figure 15).
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Figure 15. Results of Experiment 1: average ratings of participant’s intention to spend time with
their close friend as a function of the discovery of their close friend’s concealment (revealed,
concealed) and characteristic (non-stigmatized, stigmatized). Error bars represent standard errors.

In addition, participants were more interested in ending their friendship with concealers
than with revealers, F(1, 445) = 15.41, p < .001, partial η2 = .034, and were less interested in
ending their friendship with the friend with a drinking problem than with the friend who
volunteered at a non-profit organization, F(1, 445) = 5.41, p = .020, partial η2 = .012. These
effects were not qualified by a Concealment X Characteristic interaction, F(1, 445) = 0.28, p =
.594 (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Results of Experiment 1: average ratings of participant’s intention to end their
friendship with their close friend as a function of the discovery of their close friend’s
concealment (revealed, concealed) and characteristic (non-stigmatized, stigmatized). Error bars
represent standard errors.

Exploratory Analyses – Content of concealment: Following these analyses, I
conducted exploratory analyses to examine the how the content of concealment affects
evaluations of the close friend who conceals. Using the supplementary condition, indeterminate
concealment (in which concealment is known but the content of that concealment is unknown), I
conducted two additional analyses. First, I compared participants’ responses to indeterminate
concealment versus to a known but non-stigmatized concealment. In addition, I compared
participants’ responses toward indeterminate concealment versus a known stigmatized
concealment.
Relational Trust (Trustworthiness of target): The exploratory analyses found that
participants viewed the close friend whose concealment was indeterminate (M = 4.34, SD =
1.32) as less trustworthy than the close friend who concealed that s/he volunteered at a non-profit
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(M = 4.91, SD = 1.33), t (229) = -3.31, p = .001. In addition, there was no difference in how
trustworthy participants viewed the close friend whose concealment was indeterminate (M =
4.34, SD = 1.32) and the close friend who concealed a drinking problem (M = 4.05, SD = 1.32),
t (235) = 1.67, p = .096.
Relational Trust (Trustworthiness of participant): The exploratory analyses found that
participants felt that they were trusted less by the close friend whose concealment was
indeterminate (M = 3.64, SD = 1.51) than the close friend who concealed that they volunteered
at a non-profit (M = 4.09, SD = 1.66), t (229) = -2.15, p = .032. In addition, participants felt that
they were trusted less by the close friend whose concealment was indeterminate (M = 3.64, SD =
1.51) than the close friend who concealed a drinking problem (M = 4.02, SD = 1.38), t (235) = 2.06, p = .040.
Emotional Response: The exploratory analyses found that participants felt more anger
toward the close friend whose concealment was indeterminate (M = 3.24, SD = 1.75) than the
close friend who concealed that s/he volunteered at a non-profit (M = 2.61, SD = 1.68), t (229) =
2.80, p = .006. In addition, participants felt more anger toward the close friend whose
concealment was indeterminate (M = 3.24, SD = 1.75) than toward the close friend who
concealed a drinking problem (M = 2.68, SD = 1.68), t (235) = 2.53, p = .012.
Regarding feelings of sadness, participants felt more sadness toward the close friend
whose concealment was indeterminate (M = 4.45, SD = 1.72) than toward the close friend who
concealed that s/he volunteered at a non-profit (M = 3.17, SD = 1.79), t (229) = 5.53, p < .001.
In addition, participants felt less sadness toward the close friend whose concealment was
indeterminate (M = 4.45, SD = 1.72) than toward the close friend who concealed a drinking
problem (M = 5.48, SD = 1.72), t (235) = -4.91, p < .001.
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Regarding feelings of guilt, there was no difference in the extent to which participants
felt guilt toward the close friend whose concealment was indeterminate (M = 2.35, SD = 1.64)
and the close friend who concealed that s/he volunteered at a non-profit (M = 2.14, SD = 1.62), t
(229) = 0.96, p = .339. In addition, participants felt less guilt toward the close friend whose
concealment was indeterminate (M = 2.35, SD = 1.64) than toward the close friend who
concealed a drinking problem (M = 2.35, SD = 1.64), t (235) = -3.92, p < .001.
Behavioral Intentions: The exploratory analyses found that there was no difference in
participants’ intention to spend time with the close friend whose concealment was indeterminate
(M = 4.35, SD = 1.52) and the close friend who concealed that s/he volunteered at a non-profit
(M = 4.42, SD = 1.50), t (229) = -0.37, p = .715. In addition, participants intended to spend less
time with the close friend whose concealment was indeterminate (M = 4.35, SD = 1.52) than
with the close friend who concealed a drinking problem (M = 5.10, SD = 1.30), t (235) = -4.09, p
< .001.
Finally, there was no difference in participants’ intentions to end their friendship with the
close friend whose concealment was indeterminate (M = 3.02, SD = 1.80) and the close friend
who concealed that s/he volunteered at a non-profit (M = 2.75, SD = 1.83), t (229) = 1.17, p =
.244. In addition, participants had a greater intention to end their friendship with the close friend
whose concealment was indeterminate (M = 3.02, SD = 1.80) than with the close friend who
concealed a drinking problem (M = 2.46, SD = 1.60), t (235) = 2.56, p = .011.
Mediation Analyses: I examined if punitive and reconciliatory behavioral intentions
toward revealed concealers were mediated by emotional response and reduction in relational
trust. To test for mediation, a bias-corrected 95% confidence interval (with 5,000 resamples) of
the indirect effect was calculated. The null hypothesis of no mediation can be rejected when the
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confidence interval of the indirect effect does not include zero. I first conducted mediation
analyses collapsed across the characteristic as I predicted the content of concealment would be
irrelevant to how people respond to the concealment itself.
Punitive Pathway: I hypothesized that a punitive response upon the discovery of
another’s concealment would be mediated by the increased feelings of anger toward the
concealer and viewing the concealer as untrustworthy. As hypothesized, increased feelings of
anger (indirect effect lower 95% confidence interval [CI] = .03, upper 95% CI = .13) and
viewing to concealer as untrustworthy (indirect effect lower 95% CI = .02, upper 95% CI = .08)
significantly mediated the relationship between discovered concealment and participant’s
intention to end their friendship with the concealer simultaneously (Figure 17a). As serial
mediators, the hypothesized process of discovering another’s concealment, viewing the concealer
as untrustworthy, feeling increased anger, and then responding punitively was also statistically
significant (indirect effect lower 95% CI = .01, upper 95% CI = .05, [Figure 17b]).
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Figure 17. Results of Experiment 1: Figure 17a (top) multiple simultaneous mediators, Figure
17b (bottom) serial mediation. All coefficients are unstandardized. Standard errors are in
parentheses; *p < .05, **p < .001

Reconciliatory pathway: I hypothesized that a reconciliatory response—spending more
time with the concealer—upon the discovery of their concealment would be mediated by
increased feelings of sadness and guilt toward the concealer and feeling distrusted by the
concealer. However, I removed guilt from the proposed mediation model because the univariate
analyses found that concealment only predicted feelings of sadness and was unrelated to feelings
of guilt. As hypothesized, increased feelings of sadness significantly mediated the relationship
between discovered concealment and participants intention to spend more time with the
concealer (indirect effect lower 95% CI = .003, upper 95% CI = .05). In addition,
simultaneously, feeling distrusted by the concealer significantly mediated the relationship
between discovered concealment and participants intention to spend time with the concealer
(indirect effect lower 95% CI = -.20, upper 95% CI = -.10, Figure 18a). However, inconsistent
with my hypothesis, I found that feeling distrusted encouraged a punitive, not a reconciliatory
response: people who felt like they were distrusted wanted to spend less time with the concealer.
In addition, as serial mediators, the hypothesized process of discovering another’s concealment,
feeling distrusted, feeling sadness, and responding with reconciliatory intentions was not
supported (indirect effect lower 95% CI = -.001, upper 95% CI = .02, Figure 18b). Interestingly,
part of the reason the serial mediation fails is because feeling distrusted by the concealer was not
significantly related to increased feelings of sadness, B = -.12, t(446) = -1.72, p = .087. Finally,
because I found that people felt more sadness toward the close friend with a drinking problem
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than the close friend who volunteered at a non-profit, I conducted a moderated mediation
analysis to see if the content of concealment changed the mediated relationship. I found that the
content of concealment did not moderate the mediated effect of feeling sadness (indirect effect
lower 95% CI = -.09, upper 95% CI = .04) or feeling distrusted (indirect effect lower 95% CI = .25 , upper 95% CI = .09).

Figure 18. Results of Experiment 1: Figure 18a (top) multiple simultaneous mediators, Figure
18b (bottom) serial mediation. All coefficients are unstandardized. Standard errors are in
parentheses; *p < .05, **p < .001

Exploratory Mediation Analyses: The punitive pathway operated as I hypothesized;
however, the reconciliatory pathway did not align with my hypothesis. Specifically, participants’
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perception of the extent to which they were distrusted by the concealer was not significantly
related to increased feelings of sadness, B = -.12, t(446) = -1.72, p = .087, but it was significantly
related to intending to spend less time with the concealer, B = .33, t(445) = 7.47, p < .001. These
findings suggest that feeling distrusted by the concealer may serve to mediate a punitive
response, and not a reconciliatory response as I hypothesized. To understand better the role of
the participants’ perceptions of the extent to which they are distrusted in responses to the
discovery of another’s concealment, I conducted a set of exploratory mediation analyses.
First, I re-examined the punitive pathway replacing the mediating role of concealer’s
trustworthiness with the participants’ perception of the extent to which they are trusted by the
concealer. Similar to the previous punitive pathway model, as simultaneous mediators, increased
feelings of anger (indirect effect lower 95% CI = .06, upper 95% CI = .16) and feeling distrusted
by the concealer (indirect effect lower 95% CI = .03, upper 95% CI = .13) significantly mediated
participant’s intention to end their friendship with the concealer. However, as serial mediators,
the process of discovering another’s concealment, feeling distrusted, feelings of anger, and
responding with punitive intentions was not supported (indirect effect lower 95% CI = -.001,
upper 95% CI = .02, Figure 18b). Interestingly, part of the reason the serial mediation breaks
down is because feeling distrusted by the concealer was marginally, but not significantly, related
to increased feelings of anger, B = -.12, t(446) = -1.90, p = .053.
Overall, these exploratory analyses suggest that feeling distrusted by the concealer
increased participants punitive intentions, but the model does not clearly identify an associating
emotion. I found that feeling distrusted by the concealer was marginally, but not significantly,
related to both feelings of sadness and anger. This suggests that feeling distrusted by the
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concealer may be an emotionally ambivalent experience and there are certain factors that may
sway the emotional response to feeling distrusted that are not captured in this experiment.
Discussion
Overall, this experiment offered meaningful support for the proposed model. I replicated
previous research, finding that concealers are trusted less than revealers. I also found, new to my
model, that perceivers felt that concealers, compared to revealers, trusted them less. In addition,
perceivers felt both more anger and more sadness toward concealers, although there were no
expected differences in feelings of guilt. These findings replicated previous research on
perceivers’ tendency to respond punitively to concealers with self-reported intentions to spend
less time with the concealer and greater intention to end their friendship with the concealer.
Finally, I found evidence through statistical mediation for the punitive pathway I proposed. The
greater intention to end friendship with a concealer than revealer was mediated though viewing
concealer was untrustworthy and feeling increased anger. However, I did not find evidence for
the reconciliatory pathway I initially proposed. As expected, increased feelings of sadness
mediated perceivers’ reconciliatory intentions, but perceivers viewing themselves as distrusted
did not.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 manipulated a moderating variable in the proposed model—the concealer’s
motives for concealment. To focus on the impact of concealers’ motives on the evaluation of
their concealment, all participants evaluated a target with the same stigmatized characteristic—a
drinking problem, as in Experiment 1. Following the proposed model, I expected that
participants learning that their friend concealed to protect her/himself (versus learning that their
friend concealed for exploitative or selfish reasons) would be more likely to believe that the
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concealer does not trust them, which would increase their feelings of sadness and guilt. In
addition, I expected these increased feelings of sadness and guilt to increase reconciliatory
behavioral intentions toward the target. In contrast, I expected friends viewed as concealing for
selfish and exploitative reasons to be trusted less, and to elicit greater feelings of anger punitive
intentions.
Method
Participants: A total of 560 (282 women) participants were recruited from Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk (Mturk) to participate in this experiment. No participants were excluded from
the analyses. The majority of participants were White (N = 411; Black = 50, Asian = 45, LatinX
= 27, Multiracial/Other = 22).
Design and Procedure: This study employed a five-cell design in which, similar to
Experiment 1, participants were randomly assigned to learn that a close, gender-matched friend
either revealed or concealed that they had a serious drinking problem. Participants who learned
that a friend concealed their problematic drinking were told that it was concealed for either a
self-protective, selfish, or exploitative motive, or, identical to the previous study, some
participants received no information regarding their friend’s motivation for the concealment.
In each condition, the first portion of the vignette was the same. Participants read:
Alex is one of your close friends. You met a couple of years ago and have come to
enjoy and rely on each other. Recently though, Alex has been really unavailable
and you cannot get a hold of him, so the next time you see him you ask what he
has been doing lately.
In the revealed/stigmatized condition, the vignette concluded with the following:
Alex replies letting you know that he has a serious drinking problem, and he
hasn’t been hanging out with anyone.
In the concealed/stigmatized condition, the vignette concluded with the following:
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Later you learn from someone else that Alex has a serious drinking problem, and
he hasn’t been hanging out with anyone.
In the self-protective-concealed/stigmatized condition, the vignette concluded with the
following:
Later you learn from someone else that Alex has a serious drinking problem, and
he hasn’t been hanging out with anyone. He hasn’t been telling anyone because
he is worried that people might stigmatize him, or think less of him because of his
drinking.
In the selfish-concealed/stigmatized condition, the vignette concluded with the
following:
Later you learn from someone else that Alex has a serious drinking problem, and
he hasn’t been hanging out with anyone. He hasn’t been telling anyone because
he doesn’t want people to pressure him to get help or change his drinking
behaviors.
In the exploitative-concealed/stigmatized condition, the vignette concluded with the following:
Later you learn from someone else that Alex has a serious drinking problem, and
he hasn’t been hanging out with anyone. He hasn’t been telling anyone because
he wants his friends to keep inviting him out and enable him to continue drinking.
After reading the vignette, participants then completed an identical set of dependent
variables from the previous experiment (relational trust, emotional response, behavioral
intentions), with the addition of a manipulation check to assess the manipulation of target
motives.
Motives Manipulation Check: The manipulation check included three items “To what
extent do you think Alex is concealing his drinking to avoid being discriminated against (i.e.,
that his concealment is self-protective),” “To what extent do you think Alex is concealing his
drinking to avoid having his friends try to change his drinking behavior (i.e., that his
concealment is selfish),” and “To what extent do you think Alex is concealing his drinking so
that his friends enable him to maintain his drinking (i.e., that his concealment is exploitative)?”
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Results
All reported analyses were conducted using a planned contrast to examine, first, the
general effects of revealing versus concealing stigma, by comparing the revealed stigma
condition against the four concealed stigma conditions. Next, I ran a serious of a priori planned
comparisons to determine if self-protective concealers are viewed more positively than
exploitative concealers, those who conceal at the cost to the perceiver, and selfish concealers,
those who conceal for their own self-interested motives.
Manipulation Check (Concealer’s Motives): The manipulation of motives was only
somewhat effective (Figure 19). Participants rated the concealer in the self-protective condition
as being more motivated by self-protection (M = 5.79, SD = 1.22) than were the concealers in the
selfish condition (M = 5.05, SD = 1.67), t(555) = 3.67 p < .001, and only marginally more selfprotective than the concealer in the exploitative condition (M = 5.41, SD = 1.61), t(555) = 1.89, p
= .059. In addition, participants rated the concealer in the exploitative condition as being more
motivated by exploitative considerations (M = 4.94, SD = 1.80) than were the concealers in the
selfish (M = 3.88, SD = 1.76), t(555) = 4.35, p < . 001 or self-protective conditions (M = 3.65,
SD = 1.82), F(2, 328) = 15.67, p < .001. Finally, participants rated the concealer in the selfish
condition as having more selfish motives (M = 5.39, SD = 1.58) than the concealer in the selfprotective condition (M = 4.54, SD = 1.73), t(555) = 3.90, p < .001, but equal amounts of selfish
motives as the concealer in the exploitative condition (M = 5.31, SD = 1.57), t(555) = 0.35, p =
.728.
I also examined participant’s ratings of the concealer’s motive within each experimental
condition. I found that, regardless of the concealer’s stated motive, participants always believed
the concealer to have a high degree of self-protective motivation. This is not an issue in the self43

protective condition, but it is problematic in the selfish concealer and exploitative concealer
conditions. For example, in the selfish motive condition, a repeated measures analysis reveals
that there is no difference in participants’ rating of how self-protective (M = 5.05, SD = 1.67) and
selfish (M = 5.39, SD = 1.58) the concealer’s motives were, F (1, 108) = 2.50, p = .117. In
addition, in the exploitative motive condition, a repeated measures analysis reveals that
participants rate the concealer as having greater self-protective motives (M = 5.41, SD = 1.61)
than exploitative motives (M = 4.94, SD = 1.80), F(1, 109) = 4.97, p = .028.
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Figure 19. Results of Experiment 2: average ratings of the close friend’s motivation (selfprotective, selfish, exploitative) to conceal their drinking problem as a function of experimental
manipulation of the close friend’s motives. Error bars represent standard errors.

Overall, I hypothesize that participants may have entered the scenario assuming that a
close friend concealing a serious drinking problem would be doing so for self-protective motives
– like avoid discrimination and mistreatment. Explicitly stating the concealer’s motives in my
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manipulation was able to increase elements of selfishness or exploitativeness to participant’s
evaluation of the concealer’s motives, but it was not effective in reducing baseline assumptions
of the target’s self-protection motive.
Relational trust (Trustworthiness of target): Replicating the previous experiment,
participants viewed a close friend who concealed a drinking problem, collapsed across motive, as
less trustworthy than a close friend who revealed the drinking problem, t(555), p < .001 (Figure
20). Consistent with my proposed model, two separate a priori planned contrasts revealed that
the friend who concealed her/his drinking problem for self-protective motives was viewed as
more trustworthy (M = 4.13, SD = 1.53) than the friends who concealed for exploitative motives
(M = 3.52, SD = 1.52), t(555) = 3.11, p = .002, d = .400, or selfish motives (M = 3.60, SD =
1.48), t(555) = 2.70, p = .007, d = .352.
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Figure 20. Results of Experiment 2: average ratings of the close friend’s trustworthiness as
function concealment (revealed, concealed) or motivated concealment (self-protective, selfish,
exploitative). Error bars represent standard errors.
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Relational trust (Trustworthiness of participant): Replicating the findings from
Experiment 1, participants felt that they were trusted less by a friend who concealed a drinking
problem, aggregated across motive, than by a close friend who revealed her/his drinking
problem, t(555), p < .001. In addition, a priori planned contrasts revealed that the friend who
concealed her/his drinking problem for self-protective motives was perceived to trust the
participant marginally more (M = 3.81, SD = 1.48) than the friends who concealed for
exploitative motives (M = 3.46, SD = 1.53), t(555) = 1.81, p = .071, d = .233, or selfish motives
(M = 3.46, SD = 1.62), t(555) = 2.70, p = .068, d = .223 (Figure 21).
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Figure 21. Results of Experiment 2: average ratings of participants’ perception of their own
trustworthiness as function concealment (revealed, concealed) or motivated concealment (selfprotective, selfish, exploitative). Error bars represent standard errors.

Emotional response: Inconsistent with the proposed model and the previous experiment,
there was no difference in the extent to which participants felt anger toward a close friend who
concealed the drinking problem, aggregated across motive, versus revealed it, t(555), p = .117. In
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addition, a priori planned contrasts revealed that there was no difference in the extent to which
participants felt anger toward a close friend who concealed her/his drinking problem for selfprotective motives (M = 2.63, SD = 1.62) than the friends who concealed for exploitative
motives (M = 2.64, SD = 1.63), t(555) = -.94, p = .349, or selfish motives (M = 2.83, SD = 1.57),
t(555) = -0.08, p = .937.
Regarding feelings of sadness, there was no difference in the extent to which participants
felt sadness toward the friend who concealed their drinking problem, aggregated across motive,
and the friend who revealed it, t(555), p = .232. In addition, a priori planned contrasts revealed
that there was no difference in the extent to which participants felt sadness toward a close friend
who concealed her/his drinking problem for self-protective motives (M = 5.46, SD = 1.49) than
the friends who concealed for exploitative motives (M = 5.40, SD = 1.53), t(555) =,004 p = . .94, or selfish motives (M = 5.45, SD = 1.45), t(555) = 0.25, p = .80.
Regarding feelings of guilt, there was no difference in the extent to which participants
felt guilty toward the friend who concealed the drinking problem, aggregated across motive, and
the friend who revealed the drinking problem, t(555), p = .423, and no difference in the extent to
which participants felt guilty across the four concealment conditions, F(3,436) = 0.77, p = .512.
In addition, a priori planned contrasts revealed that there was no difference in the extent to
which participants felt guilt toward a close friend who concealed her/his drinking problem for
self-protective motives (M = 3.00, SD = 1.81) than the friends who concealed for exploitative
motives (M = 2.67, SD = 1.56), t(555) = 0.19, p = .849, or selfish motives (M = 2.95, SD = 1.85),
t(555) = -0.31, p = .757.
Behavioral intentions: Consistent with Experiment 1, participants had a greater intention
to spend time with the friend who concealed the drinking problem, aggregated across motive,
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than the friend who revealed the problem, t(555), p < .001 (Figure 22). In addition, a priori
planned contrasts revealed that there was no difference in the extent to which participant’s
intention to spend time with the close friend who concealed her/his drinking problem for selfprotective motives (M = 5.01, SD = 1.55) than the friends who concealed for exploitative
motives (M = 4.50, SD = 1.60), t(555) = 1.43, p = .154, but participants intended to spend less
time when the friend concealed for selfish motives, (M = 4.73, SD = 1.62), t(555) = 2.42, p =
.010, d = .177.
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Figure 22. Results of Experiment 2: average ratings of participant’s intention to spend time with
the close friend as function concealment (revealed, concealed) or motivated concealment (selfprotective, selfish, exploitative). Error bars represent standard errors.

Inconsistent with Experiment 1, there was no difference in the participant’s intention to
end their friendship with a close friend who revealed versus concealed, t(554) p = . 274 (Figure
23). In addition, a priori planned contrasts revealed that there was no difference in the extent to
which participant’s intention to end their friendship with the close friend who concealed her/his
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drinking problem for self-protective motives (M = 2.42, SD = 1.56) than the friends who
concealed for exploitative motives (M = 2.44, SD = 1.63), t(555) = 1.43, p = .154, or selfish
motives (M = 2.33, SD = 1.33), t(555) = -0.121, p = .904.
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Figure 23. Results of Experiment 2: average ratings of participants’ intention to end friendship
with their close friend as function concealment (revealed, concealed) or motivated concealment
(self-protective, selfish, exploitative). Error bars represent standard errors.

Exploratory Correlations: The concealer’s motives were difficult to manipulate. Though
I found some evidence of the impact of concealer’s motives on relational trust and behavioral
intentions, I was unable to determine that the concealer’s motives were related to people’s
emotional responses. The manipulation check revealed that participants rated the concealer’s
motives to be an amalgam of self-protective, selfish, and exploitative motives. To examine if
participants’ ratings of the concealer’s motives were related to their emotional response and
relation trust, I aggregated across the four concealment conditions and conducted exploratory
correlational analyses (Table 1).
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Table 1.Results of Experiment 2: Pearson correlation between the close friend’s rated motive for
concealment and rated emotional response and relational trust, aggregated across concealment
conditions.

Interestingly, consistent with my proposed model, I found that rating the concealer’s
motives as exploitative was positively correlated with feelings of anger and negatively correlated
with ratings of the target’s trustworthiness. In addition, rating the concealer’s motive as selfprotective was positively correlated with feelings of sadness. Inconsistent with my proposed
model was that exploitative motives, and not self-protective motives, were negatively correlated
with participant’s perception that they are trusted.
I ran a second set of exploratory correlation analyses to get a better sense of how
emotions affect behavioral intentions (Table 2). Consistent with my proposed model, I found that
feeling anger was positively correlated with participant’s intention to end the friendship, and
feeling sadness or guilt was positively associated with intentions to spend time with the target.
Consistent with my proposed model, I also found that feeling sadness was negatively correlated
with participant’s intention to end their friendship with the target. These correlations highlight
the relationship between emotion and behavioral intention.
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Table 2. Results of Experiment 2: Pearson correlation between participants’ emotional response
and behavioral intentions, aggregated across concealment conditions.

Discussion
Overall, Experiment 2 offers limited support for the proposed model. These findings
replicated the impact of concealment on relational trust and participant’s intention to spend time
with the target from Experiment 1, but failed to replicate the effects of concealment on
participants’ emotional responses and intention to end friendship with the concealer. In addition,
I found that relational trust was higher when concealers have self-protective motives than when
they had exploitative or selfish motives. However, I expected that the concealers’ manipulated
motives would have stronger implications for the emotional response upon the discovery of
concealment. In part, I may have failed to detect difference between conditions due to
participants viewing the concealer as highly self-protective regardless of state motive.
Exploratory correlational analyses offered some support for the connection between concealers’
motives, emotional response, and behavioral intentions; these findings lead me to reevaluate
some aspects of the proposed model. I will elaborate more on these topics in the General
Discussion.
Experiment 3
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Experiment 3 tested a second moderating variable in the proposed model—the social
closeness between the perceiver and the target. Similar to the previous experiments, I
manipulated whether the target revealed or concealed that s/he had a serious drinking problem.
New to this experiment, I also manipulated whether the target was a close friend, as in the
previous studies, or if the target was merely an acquaintance with which the participant was not
particularly close. I expected that concealment should only reduce relational trust when a close
friend, but not an acquaintance, conceals a stigmatizing characteristic.
Method
Participants: A total of 570 (309 female) participants were recruited from Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk (Mturk) for this experiment. No participants were excluded from the analyses.
The majority of participants were White (N = 410; Black = 49, Asian = 38, LatinX = 29,
Multiracial/Other = 45).
Design and Procedure: This study employed a 2 (Concealment Status: Concealed,
Revealed) x 2 (Closeness: Close Friend, Acquaintance) design. Similar to the previous
experiments, participants learned that the target concealed or revealed their serious drinking
problem. New to this study, I manipulated whether the person was a close friend (“…one of your
close friends. You met a couple of years ago and have come to enjoy and rely on each other”), as
in previous studies, or a casual acquaintance (“… one of your casual acquaintances. You met a
couple of years ago, but you never became friends.”).
Social Closeness Manipulation Check: The manipulation check included two items to
measure social closeness. One was the Inclusion of Other in Self Scale in which participants
selected which one of seven concentric circles best represented how close they felt with the
target. The second was a self-report measure in which I asked participants “How socially close
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are you with Alex (Sarah)?” on a 1 – Total Stranger to 7 – Best Friends scale. The two items
were highly correlated (r = .61 p < .001) and were made into a single composite item.
Results
All reported analyses were conducted using two-way analyses of variance (ANOVA). In
particular, I was interested in the presence of any interactions that would suggest that effects of
concealment were moderated by the relationship between the participant and the target.
Manipulation Check (Social Closeness): The manipulation worked as expected:
Participants rated themselves as feeling closer to the target described as a close friend in the
vignette compared to the target described as a casual acquaintance, F(1, 565) = 157.75, p < .001,
partial η2 = .218. In addition, replicating previous research, participants felt marginally closer to
revealers than concealers, F(1, 565) = 3.24, p = .072. These main effects were qualified by a
significant Concealment X Social Closeness interaction F(1, 565) = 13.18, p <.001, partial η2 =
.023. Participants rated the close friend who concealed the drinking problem as less socially
close (M = 4.01, SD = 1.20) than the close friend who revealed the drinking problem (M = 4.56,
SD = 1.17), t(266) = -3.80, p < .001, d = .464. However, whether the acquaintance concealed (M
= 3.11, SD = 1.28) or revealed (M = 2.92, SD = 1.16) did not make a difference, t(229) = -1.31, p
= .190.
Relational Trust (Trustworthiness of target): Replicating the previous studies,
participants viewed concealers as less trustworthy than revealers, F(1, 565) = 18.21, p < .001
partial η2 = .031. In addition, participants viewed the close friend as more trustworthy than the
acquaintance, F(1, 565) = 44.76, p < .001 partial η2 = .073. These main effects were qualified by
a significant Concealment X Social Closeness interaction, F(1, 565) = 5.369, p = .021, partial η2
= .009 (see Figure 24). Whereas participants rated the close friend who concealed the drinking
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problem as less trustworthy (M = 4.73, SD = 1.51) than a close friend who revealed this
information (M = 3.93, SD = 1.43), t(565) = 4.525, p <.001, d =.54, whether the acquaintance
concealed(M = 3.63, SD = 1.42) or revealed (M = 3.40, SD = 1.43) did not affect participants’
trustworthiness ratings, t(565) = 1.418, p = .157. As predicted, concealment only reduced trust in
the target when the target was socially close.
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Figure 24. Results of Experiment 3: average ratings of close friend’s trustworthiness as a
function of the discovery of the target’s concealment (revealed, concealed) and relationship
(close friend, acquaintance). Error bars represent standard errors.

Relational Trust (Trustworthiness of participant): Replicating the previous experiments,
participants felt that they were trusted less by concealers than by revealers, F(1, 563) = 196.07, p
< .001 partial η2 = .258. Participants also felt that they were trusted more by a close friend than
by an acquaintance, F(1, 563) = 20.39, p < .001, partial η2 = .035. These effects were not
qualified by a significant Concealment X Social Closeness interaction, F(1, 563) = 2.50, p = .114
(Figure 25).
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Figure 25. Results of Experiment 3: average ratings of participant’s perceptions of their own as a
function of the discovery of the target’s concealment (revealed, concealed) and relationship
(close friend, acquaintance). Error bars represent standard errors.

Emotional Response: Regarding feelings of anger, and inconsistent with Experiment 1,
there was no difference in the extent to which participants felt anger toward concealers and
revealers, F(1, 564) = 0.205, p = .651 (see Figure 26). In addition, participants felt more anger
toward a close friend than a casual acquaintance, F(1, 564) = 13.09, p = .003, partial η2 = .016.
These effects were not qualified by a Concealment X Social Closeness interaction, F(1, 564) =
2.33, p = .128.
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Feelings of Anger
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Figure 26. Results of Experiment 3: average ratings of participant’s feelings of anger a function
of the discovery of the target’s concealment (revealed, concealed) and relationship (close friend,
acquaintance). Error bars represent standard errors.

Regarding feelings of sadness, and inconsistent with Experiment 1, there was no
difference in the extent to which participants felt sadness toward concealers and revealers, F(1,
564) = 2.257, p = .134 (see Figure 27). In addition, participants felt more sadness toward a close
friend than a casual acquaintance, F(1, 564) = 4.39, p = .037, partial η2 = .008. These effects
were not qualified by a Concealment X Social Closeness interaction, F(1, 564) = 0.95, p = .329.
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Figure 27. Results of Experiment 3: average ratings of participant’s feelings of sadness as a
function of the discovery of the target’s concealment (revealed, concealed) and relationship
(close friend, acquaintance). Error bars represent standard errors.

Regarding feelings of guilt, there was no difference in the extent to which participants
felt guilt toward concealers and revealers, F(1, 564) = 0.014, p = .906 (see Figure 28). In
addition, participants felt more guilt toward a close friend than a casual acquaintance, F(1, 564) =
4.39, p < .001, partial η2 = .023. These effects were not qualified by a Concealment X Social
Closeness interaction, F(1, 564) = 3.19, p = .075.
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Figure 28. Results of Experiment 3: average ratings of participant’s feelings of guilt as a function
of the discovery of the target’s concealment (revealed, concealed) and relationship (close friend,
acquaintance). Error bars represent standard errors.

Behavioral Intentions: There no was no difference in participants’ intentions to spend
time with a concealer or revealer, F(1, 565) = 1.19, p = .277, but they were significantly more
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interested in spending time with a close friend than with an acquaintance, F(1, 565) = 55.38, p <
.001, partial η2 = .089 (Figure 29). These effects were not qualified by a Concealment X Social
Closeness interaction, F(1, 565) = 0.139, p = .709. There was also no difference in participants’
intentions to end their friendship with a concealer or revealer, F(1, 565) = 0.00, p = .963, but
they were significantly less likely to intend to end their friendship with a close friend than with
an acquaintance, F(1, 565) = 8.463, p = .004, partial η2 = .015. These effects were not qualified
by a Concealment X Social Closeness interaction, F(1, 565) = 1.619, p = .204.
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Figure 29. Results of Experiment 3: average ratings of participant’s intention to spend time with
the target as a function of the discovery of the target’s concealment (revealed, concealed) and
relationship (close friend, acquaintance). Error bars represent standard errors.
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Figure 30. Results of Experiment 3: average ratings of participant’s intention to end their
friendship function of the discovery of the target’s concealment (revealed, concealed) and
relationship (close friend, acquaintance). Error bars represent standard errors.

Discussion
This experiment partially offered support for the second moderating variable I
proposed—the social distance between the perceiver and concealer. I hypothesized that
concealment would reduce trust in socially close relationships, but not distant relationships. In
line with my hypothesis, I found that participants trusted their close friend less when s/he
concealed than when revealed a drinking problem, but there was no difference in the extent to
which they trusted a casual acquaintance that concealed or revealed the drinking problem.
Inconsistent with my hypothesis, I found that regardless of social distance participants felt like
they were trusted less by concealers. Finally, though the effect sizes were small, participants
were more emotionally reactive, feeling more anger, sadness, and guilt when a close friend had a
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drinking problem than did an acquaintance. Although I did not predict this effect, it makes sense,
as participants would be more invested in their close friends than acquaintances.
Exploratory Analyses: Participant Sex
Previous research has found that women and men differ in the expectations of their close
friendships. A recent meta-analysis summarizes the primary findings nicely: women expect
greater symmetrical reciprocity, communion, and solidarity in their close friendships than do
men (Hall, 2010). Examining disclosure specifically, a meta-analysis found that women selfdisclose to a greater extent in their same-sex friendships (Dindia & Allen, 1992). Given these sex
differences in friendship, women more so than men may be reactive to discovering a close
friend’s concealment. If this is the case, then participant sex should moderate the punitive and
reconciliatory pathways I proposed in the model. However, participant sex did not moderate the
mediating factors in the punitive pathway, including feelings of anger (indirect effect lower 95%
CI = -.37, upper 95% CI = .31) or distrust of the concealer (indirect effect lower 95% CI = -.20,
upper 95% CI = .19). In addition, participant sex did not moderate the mediating factors in the
reconciliatory pathway, including feelings of sadness (indirect effect lower 95% CI = -.004,
upper 95% CI = .30) or feeling distrusted by the concealer (indirect effect lower 95% CI = -.41,
upper 95% CI = .25). In addition, participant sex did not consistently interact with evaluations of
the revealed concealer.
There was, however, one stable effect across the three experiments: women tended to feel
greater sadness than men upon discovering another’s drinking problem. Considering the previous
research and the present findings, I may have failed to detect sex differences in the response to
the discovery of concealment because men and women may differ in their tendencies to disclose,
but respond similarly upon the discovery of concealment.
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General Discussion
Three experiments tested the effectiveness of the model I proposed to understand how
people respond upon discovery of another’s concealed stigmatized characteristic. Initially, I
proposed three response pathways that shape people’s response to another’s concealment. I
focused on examining how the knowledge of concealment might engage a punitive response
pathway, punishing people for their concealment, or engage a reconciliatory response pathway,
rebuilding trust due to another’s concealment. Though not tested in this work, I also
hypothesized a third pathway in which people respond with prejudice, stigmatizing concealers
for the content of their concealment. Overall, these experiments offer some support for the model
I proposed, but they also highlight important places for revision to better understand how
perceivers respond to discovered concealment.
Consistent with my hypotheses, I found that concealment does reduce relational trust. In
the first two experiments, I found that people trust a close friend less, and perceive a close friend
to trust them less, when a close friend conceals, compared to a friend who reveals, information—
regardless of the content of concealment (Experiment 1) or the concealer’s motives for
concealing their stigmatizing (Experiment 2). Because trust is foundational in close, but not
casual, relationships (Cottrell et al., 2007), I only expected concealment to reduce relational trust
in close relationships. I found some partial support for this hypothesized moderation in
Experiment 3. People trusted a close friend who concealed less than a close friend who revealed
stigmatizing information, but did not differ in their trust for a casual acquaintance who revealed
versus concealed. Examining the other side of relational trust, people perceived themselves to be
trusted less by close friends and casual acquaintances that concealed than by close friends and
casual acquaintances that revealed stigmatizing information. These experiments reveal that, from
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the perceiver’s perspective, socially close others, but not socially distant others, who conceal are
viewed as untrustworthy. In addition, the choice to conceal signals that the concealer lacks trust
in the perceiver.
I found repeated evidence for the punitive response, but not the reconciliatory response,
to discovered concealment that my model outlines. In line with previous research, I found that
concealers received more punitive intentions to end friendship and less reconciliatory intentions
to spend more time, than did revealers. That is, people were more likely to end their friendship
with concealers (Experiment 1) and were less interested in spending more time with concealers
(Experiment 1 & Experiment 3). At a glance, these findings might raise concerns that concealers
would be rejected or punished if their stigmatized characteristic was revealed. However, this
research does not support such a conclusion. Rather, people faced a punitive response for
maintaining their concealment when it was known by others, but revealing one’s concealment to
a close friend increased social engagement, consistent with previous research (Chaudoir, Fisher,
& Simoni 2011). Indeed, across studies, I find that people report being more willing to spend
time, and less likely to end their friendship, with a close friend who revealed their concealable
characteristic.
I also found some evidence for the punitive response pathway I initially outlined.
Previous research has found that concealers are untrustworthy (Uysal, Lin, & Bush, 2012; John
et al., 2016) and being untrustworthy violates people’s expectation for truth and can evoke
feelings of anger (Bond et. al., 1992; Buller & Burgoon, 1996). I hypothesized and found
evidence that viewing concealers as more untrustworthy, and feeling more anger toward
concealers than revealers, statistically mediates the downstream punitive response concealers
face for concealment.
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I did not find evidence for the reconciliatory pathway I outlined. I initially hypothesized
that discovering another’s concealment would reduce people’s perception that the concealer
trusts them, thus increasing their feelings of sadness and guilt, and encouraging a downstream
reconciliatory response. I found that perceivers do feel less trusted by concealers than revealers,
but this was not significantly related to increased feelings of sadness. In addition, increased
feelings of sadness increased the intention to spend more time with the concealer, whereas
feeling distrusted by the concealer decreased the intention to spend more time with the concealer
and increased the intention the end their friendship with the concealer. These findings suggest
the need to revise my hypotheses regarding the reconciliatory pathway.
Considering perceiver’s feelings of being distrusted, the findings from this experiment
are inconsistent with previous research in which losing another’s trust increases reconciliatory
and trust building behaviors (Eisenberg, 2000). The inconsistency between the previous and
present research may be attributed to an important distinction between the experiments – the
circumstances in which trust is lost. Previous research found that people are motivated to engage
in reconciliatory behavior when they are blameworthy (Schmader & Lickel, 2006). However, in
the present research, the perceivers are not directly blameworthy for the reduction in trust. Thus,
the perceivers may not feel personally motivated to rebuild trust. The circumstance of
discovering another’s concealment may increases people’s feeling of being distrusted through no
action of their own and leave them without the motivation necessary to engage in reconciliatory
behaviors.
Considering feelings of sadness, the proposed model may not fully capture how a
discovered concealment engenders feelings of sadness. In part, I find that perceivers feel sadness
because of their friend’s concealment, but there may be other factors that affect a perceiver’s
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increased sadness that were not captured in the present research. For example, another’s
concealment may signal to perceivers that they or their relationships are not valued by the
concealer. If it is a relationship important to the perceiver, this may add to their sadness and to
their motivation to engage in reconciliatory behaviors to rebuild the relationship.
I found some evidence for the second moderating factor I proposed—the concealer’s
motives for concealment. Consistent with my hypotheses, self-protective concealers were trusted
more than selfish or exploitative concealers, and people marginally viewed self-protective
concealers are trusting them more than selfish or exploitative concealers. In addition, people
were more interested in spending time with the self-protective than the exploitative concealer,
but this did not hold for the exploitative concealer. One limitation of this experiment was
people’s perception of the concealer’s motives for concealment. Regardless of the manipulated
motive, people viewed the concealer’s motive for concealing a drinking problem as highly selfprotective. This might reflect a lay assumption that a concealer’s motive is typically selfprotective or, more specifically, that concealing a drinking problem is associated with selfprotective motives. Future research should aim to understand better the lay assumptions people
have about a concealer’s motives for concealment by manipulating the content of concealment
and measuring perceived motives.
Despite the limitation of my experimental manipulation, I found that viewing the
concealer’s motives as exploitative was positively associated with feelings of anger and reduced
relational trust. In addition, viewing the concealer’s motive as self-protective was positively
associated with feelings of sadness and viewing the concealer as trustworthy. Taken together,
these correlations support the pathways proposed in the model. Future research should continue
to explore the impact of the concealer’s motive for concealable stigmatized characteristics.
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Finally, I found inconsistent support for the impact of concealment on people’s emotional
response and the role of emotion in shaping downstream behavioral response. I hypothesized that
a revealed concealment would engender an ambivalent emotional response consisting of feelings
of anger, sadness, and guilt. I found some evidence for increased feelings of anger and sadness in
Experiment 1, but these effects did not replicate in Experiments 2 or 3. Though I failed to clearly
detect an effect of concealment on emotion, these results highlight three limitations of the
conducted experiments.
Limitations and Future Directions
One factor to consider in emotional responses is the content of concealment. For these
studies, I chose to employ “drinking problem” as a stigmatizing characteristic. Though I found
the anticipated disgust towards a person with a drinking problem, I also found a high degree of
sadness and guilt and very little anger. Additional analyses found that people also had more pity
toward someone with a drinking problem than someone who volunteered at a non-profit
organization. These results suggest people’s feelings toward those struggling with a drinking
problem may be primarily characterized by some disgust, but also by a high degree of sadness
and pity and low degree of anger. Thus, people’s emotional response to the content of
concealment would make it difficult to detect any change due to concealing or revealing
information. Future research could consider examining characteristics that would not elicit
confounding emotional responses, such as criminal history. In addition, the target was always
characterized as someone with whom the participant had a relationship, be it a close friend or
casual acquaintance. This might have served as a demand characteristic encouraging people to
respond in a socially acceptable ways (i.e., being an understanding and supportive friend), rather
than in way that might be more genuine.
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Another factor that might have limited my ability to detect differences in emotional
response is my choice of experimental method. For these experiments, I used vignettes that
afforded me a high degree of control over my experimental stimuli, but may have been unnatural
or not relatable to participants, thereby limiting the potential for eliciting genuine emotional
reactions to the material. To address this limitation, previous researchers have sacrificed
experimental control and had participants generate their own examples (from memory or
imagination) of when someone they know concealed or revealed information from them
(Finkenauer, Kerkhof, Righetti, & Branje, 2009; Uysal, Lin, & Bush, 2012). With those methods,
researchers would be unable to control the context and content of concealment, but they do
afford a more genuine experience and thus a more genuine reaction. Though researchers have not
used these methods to measure emotion in the past, used in tandem with more controlled
methods, these methods might be better suited to capture complex emotional responses in the
future.
Last, a third factor that could have affected my ability to capture differences in emotional
response was people’s own feelings of entitlement to know about other’s affordance-relevant
characteristics. I’ve previously hypothesized that people often believe they deserve to know
certain self-relevant information about others. In the current experiments, the other’s drinking
problem or volunteer work was likely not highly relevant to the perceivers’ own well being. If, in
contrast, the content of concealment would directly affect the perceiver’s sense of safety, such as
the concealer’s criminal history, or health, such as the concealer’s communicable disease, then
people may have been more self-interested and more emotionally reactive. Future research
should examine how perceivers respond upon the discovery of characteristics that perceivers
might consider affordance-relevant. This might be the factor that sparks the negative response
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from perceivers, and understanding this factor would allow us to design interventions to manage
the response.
This research takes a new direction and examines how people evaluate themselves, rather
than the concealer, upon the discovery of concealment. From these experiments, it is clear that
another’s concealment affects people’s perceptions of their own trustworthiness. Initially, I
hypothesized that people would feel less trusted when they discover another’s concealment and
would thus be motivated to engage in reconciliatory behaviors to rebuild trust. Alternatively, it
may be that revealing stigmatizing characteristics increases people’s feeling that they are trusted,
and this may account for effects like increased feelings of closeness and social support found in
the disclosure literature. Future research could explore this avenue to people’s self-evaluation
upon the discovery of another’s concealment, or another’s disclosure, as it can provide valuable
insight into how perceivers respond upon the discovery of another’s potentially stigmatizing
characteristic.
Conclusion
In conclusion, people conceal. People conceal despite the high cost of concealment
because the cost of revealing their stigmatizing characteristic might be even higher.
In particular, previous research finds that concealers are worried that others might respond
punitively upon the discovery of their stigmatized characteristic. This research aims to examine
this concern from the perceiver’s perspective, and better understand how perceivers respond
upon the discovery of another’s concealment.
The current research finds that concealers may be not at risk for a punitive response when
disclosing their stigmatizing characteristics to their close friends. Rather, maintaining a known
concealment to prevent a punitive response may backfire and damage relational trust and reduce
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the quality of the relationship. Though more research is needed to determine how responses vary
depending on the characteristic, this research finds upon discovery of another’s stigmatized
characteristic close friends are likely to engage in socially supportive behavior and are unlikely
to terminate the friendship. Granted, future research should determine if these behavioral
intentions translate to actual supportive behavior. These experiments take the perceiver’s
perspective and add to a literature that finds that concealment has a negative impact on
relationships whereas disclosure has a positive impact on relationships. Though more research is
needed, this research suggests that perceivers, as well as concealers, stand to benefit from
disclosure and it is far less costly than concealment.
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